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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, several iterative procedures [l-22] have been applied to the solvability of general 
variational inequalities. Among the most notable methods, especially the widely used projection 
method is more restrictive in the sense of operators involved (strongly monotone) than extra- 
gradient method [5] which requires the double projection formula and is easy to implement as 
it needs little storage and readily exploits any sparsity or separable structure in the operator 
set. As the extragradient method needs two function evaluation per iteration, the convergence 
requires only a solution to exist. Recently, Noor [8] extended the extragradient method to the 
case of a Hilbert space setting, while He [2,3], Solodov and Tseng [lo], and Sun [ll] applied a new 
class of projection-contraction (PC) methods to the solvability of a general class of monotone 
variational inequalities. The PC methods are simple and robust, and have the capacity to handle 
large problems with starting point. They may also be used to solve general convex quadratic pro- 
gramming problems. Moreover, numerical experiments indicate that these methods could very 
well be efficient for large sparse problems. Here, our plan is first to extend the PC method to the 
case of a Hilbert space setting, and then apply the extended PC (EPC) method to the solvability 
of a general class of monotone variational inequalities. On top of that, we achieve convergence of 
the approximate solutions under less restrictive assumptions. 
Next, consider a real Hilbert space H with the inner product and norm, respectively, denoted 
by (.,.) and ]].]I. Let T,g : H + H be mappings on H, and J : H -+ P(H) a multivalued mapping, 
where P(H) denotes the power set of H. We intend to consider the monotone quasivariational 
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inequality (MQVI) problem, determine an element, IC E H such that g(z) E J(z), and 
(T(z), ?J - g(z)) 2 0, for all 2/ E J(z). (1.1) 
For g E 1 (the identity), the MQVI problem (1.1) reduces to, determine an element (L E H 
such that 2 E J(z) and 
(T(z), ‘u - x) 2 0, for all 21 E J(s). (1.2) 
Next, we recall some definitions and related properties concerning the work on hand. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T, g : H -+ H be mappings on a Hilbert space H. Then, the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a constant r > 0 such that 
IIT - T(y)l12 2 r211g(z) - g(y)112 + IIT(z) - T(y) - r(g(s) - g(y))l12, 
(ii) For each x, y E H, we have 
for all z, y E H. 
(T(x) - VYLdX) -S(Y)) 2 M~c) - dY)l12: 
where r > 0 is a constant, that is, T is g - r-strongly monotone. 
Note that (ii) implies that T is g - r-expanding, that is, 
P’(x) - T(y)11 2 rlldx) - s(y)II. 
For r = 1, T is said to be a g-expanding mapping, and for r = 1 and g z I, T is called an 
expanding mapping. 
For g E I in Proposition 1.1, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (See [13].) Let T : H --) H be any mapping on H and r > 0 a constant. 
Then, the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) For each z, y E H, we have 
IIT - T(Y)l12 2 r21b - yl12 + //T(z) - T(y) - r(z - y)l12. 
(4 (T(x) - T(Y), x - y) 2 rllx - yl12, for all x, y E H. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T : H --f H be a mapping on H. Then, the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) There exists a constant r > 0 such that 
IIT(~) - T(Y)II~ 2 r21b - ~11~ + IV’(~) - T(Y) - r(z - y)l12, 
(ii) For each x, y E H, we have 
for all x, y E H. 
(T(Y), 2 - Y) 2 0 * (T(s), x - Y) 2 r/Ix - y/12, 
where r > 0 is a constant, that is, T is strongly r-pseudomonotone. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let T : H 4 H be a mapping on H. Then, the following statements axe 
equivalent. 
(i) There exists a constant r > 0 such that 
l/T(x) - T(Y)II~ + r211d~) - s(v)l12 2 IIT - T(Y) - G(x) - dy)N21 for all 2, y E H. 
69 (T(x) - T(Y), Mx) - s(y))) 2 0, f or all x, y E H, where r > 0 is a constant, that is, T is 
g -r-monotone, where g : H + H is any mapping on H. 
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For I’ = 1 in Proposition 1.4, we have the following. 
IIT - %I/” + lb(~) - dY)ll” 2 IITC.2.) - T(Y) - (s(n.) - d!/))l12. 
(ii) ‘2‘ is g-ulonotor~e, that is, 
Recently. the author of [20] introduced an alternative notion to the existing concept. of the 
cococrcivity of a Hilbert space mappin g, which appears to he application-oriented ill th(, ww of 
algorithmic applications, in the following mamler. 
A Hilhcrt, space mapping T : H + H is said to be cl-cocoercive if there exists ii collstilllt CL :> (I 
SllCll tht 
(!x - ?/II2 > a”(lT(x) - T(y)l12 + lIn(T(.r) - T(y)) - (.c - J/l/“. for all .I’. !/ F II. 
A11 operator ‘1’ : H + H is called a-cocoercive [6] if for all 2. !/ t A. we have 
(T(z) - T(y), 3: - :I/) > cl IIT - T(,I,)11”, 
n-here 0 > 0 is a constant. 
Note that every strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous mapping is cocoercive, i~nd evcq 
cocoercive mapping is monotone. 
Il:c - 911” 2 c?jlT(~) - T(y)ll” + jia(T(x) - 2’(g)) - (x - y)II”. 
(ii) There exists a constant cy > 0 such tliat; 
(T(X) - T(y). 2 - y) > c$l’(:c) - T(y)ii’. fi)r all T, !I E H 
lb(~) - dy)I/” 2 ~~2//Wd - %112 + l/4T(~) - T(Y)) ~ k/(~) - dr/)H2~ 
(ii) There exists a constant N > 0 SUCJI that 
(T(x) - T(y).dz) - S(Y)) 2 4T(~) - T(!/)ll”. for all X, y E H 
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An operator T : H -+ H is said to be g - k-Lipschitz continuous if 
IIT(x) - T(y)11 i kllg(z) - sb)II, for all 2, y E H, 
where k 2 0 is a constant and g : H --+ H is any mapping on H. This implies that 
(T(z) - T(y)>g(z) - g(y)) i kllds) - s(~)l?~ 
For g z I, T is called a k-Lipschitz continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) mapping. 
An operator T : H -+ H is said to be g - k-pseudocontraction [23] if there exists a constant 
k > 0 such that 
(T(z) - T(y),g(z) - g(y)) I klldz) - ddl12, for all 2, y E H, 
where g : H --f H is any mapping on H. 
For g = I, the identity mapping, T : H -+ H is called an k-pseudocontraction. 
LEMMA 1.1. [See [4].) For an element z E H, an element x E K, and 
(Z-Z, Y -x) 2 0, for all y E K if and only if x = PK (z), 
where K is a closed convex subset of H and PK is the projection of H onto K. 
Korpelevich [5] introduced the following extragradient method: 
XkS1 = PK [Xk - /!?F (PK [Xk - PF (Xk)])] , 
where F : K -+ K is monotone and L-Lipschitz continuous, PK is the projection of H onto a 
closed convex subset K of H, and p E (0,1/L) is a constant. 
2. EXTENDED PROJECTION-CONTRACTION METHOD 
This section is intended to deal with the approximation-solvability of the MQVI problem (1.1) 
along with some special cases of interest. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H be a real HiJbert space and T,g : H --f H be any mappings on H. 
Suppose that J : H ---f P(H) is a multivalued mapping such that J(x) is closed convex for all 
x E H. Then, the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) An element x E H is a solution of the MQVIprobJem (1.1). 
(ii) g(x) = P,(z,[g(x) - tT(x)] for a constant t > 0, 
where PJcz) is the projection of H onto J(x). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let H be a real HiJbert space, T, g : H --f H be any mappings, and J : H -+ 
P(H) a multivalued mapping such that J(x) is closed convex for all x E H. Then, the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) An element x E H is a solution of the MQVIprobJem (1.1). 
(ii) An element x E H is a fixed point of Ft : H + H defined by 
WV) = u - g(u) + PJ(v, [g(v) - tT(v)l, for u E H, 
where t > 0 is a constant. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let H be a real Hilbert space, and T,g : H -+ H any mappings. Suppose 
that J : H + P(H) is a multivalued mapping such that J(U) = m(u) + K for u E H, where 
m : H -+ H is a single-valued mapping and K is a closed convex subset of H. Then, the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) An element x E H is a solution of the MQVI problem (1.1). 
(ii) g(U) = m(u) + PK[g(U) - m(u) - tT(u)], for aJJ u E H, 
where t > 0 is a constant. 
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In light of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, if an element u E H is a solution of the MQVI problem (1.1). 
then we have 
For a constant t > 0, we define the residue function R(TL: t) by 
Wu,t) = g(u) - Q&(4 - tT(u)l, 
and the search direction function d(u, t) by 
d(u,t) = R(u,t) - t {T(u) - T (u - g(u) + J’,,u,[gb) - fW1)) 
Clearly, an element u E H with g(u) E J( u is a solution of the MQVI problem (1.1) if and ) 
only if TL E H such that g(u) E J(U) and R(u,t) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space, T, g : H + H any mappings, a.nd .I : H + 
P(H) a multivalued mapping such that J(z) is closed convex for all z E H. Let ‘T bc a 
k-pseudocontraction. Then, 
(R(u, t), d(u,t)r 2 (1 - kt)IIR(u, t)I12. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let H be a real Hilbert space, T,g : H + H any mappings on H; and .I : H + 
P(H) a multivalued mapping such that J(x) is a closed convex subset of H for all :L: t H. Let T 
be a k-pseudocontraction and g-monotone. Suppose that u’ E H is a solution of the Af$VI 
problem (1 .l). Then, 
(g(u) - g(u’), d(.Ll,t)) > (1 - kt)llR(lr, t)ll”. 
PROOF. Assume U’ E H is a solution of the MQVI problem (1.1). Then, we have 
(T(u’)i 0 - g(u’)) 2 0, for all u E J(u’). (2.1) 
If we replace ‘u in (2.1) by g(u), then for a constant t > 0, we have 
t (T(u’), g(u) - du’)) 2 0, for all g(u) E J(u’). (2.2) 
Taking z = g(u) - tT(u), x = PJ(U,[g(u) - tT(u)], and 3 = g(u’) in Lemma 1.1, we get 
(%ddu) - Wu)l - g(u) + tT(u),g(u’) - h(,,,[g(tL) - Q(u)]) > o 
(RW) - tT(u), pqu)[s(4 - tT(u)] - gb4) 2 0. 
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
(RW) - t(T(.L1) - TW)> p+&+4 - W7L)I - c/b’)) 2 0. 
Since T is g-monotone, we have 
t (T(u) - T(U’),S(7L) - gb’)) 2 0, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where g(u) = J’J(~)[s(u) - tT(u)l. 
Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we arrive at 
(R(u, t), Q&(u) - tT(u)] -- g(,u’)) > o 
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or 
(R(% t),g(u) - R(K t) - g(‘lL’)) 2 0 
or 
(R(u, t) - t {T(u) - T (u - g(u) + P+, [g(u) - W41)) 7 g(u) - du’> - R(u, t,) L 0. 
This implies that 
(d4 - du’), N’IL, t) - t {Tb) - T (u -,sW + ?qu,bb) - W41))) 
2 (W’L~, t) R(u, t) - t (W-4 - T (u - g(u) + P&d4 - tTb)I)}) L (1 - WlIR(v, t)l12. I 
Now, we consider the extended projection-contraction (EPC) method for the solvability of the 
MQVI problem (1.1). 
ALGORITHM 2.1. For u. E H and g(us) E J(uo), compute an approximate solution ‘zL,+~ by an 
iterative algorithm (for a positive stepsize 7 E (0,2)) 
duntd = dun) - Y (gbn) - Pqu,,)M4 - W41) 7 for n 2 0, 
where U, is not a member of the solution set for the MQVI problem (1.1). 
For g = I (the identity) in Algorithm 2.1, we have the following. 
ALGORITHM 2.2. For a given element ~0 E J(us), and for U, not belonging to the solution set 
of the MQVI problem (l.l), we have 
%+1 = WI - 7 (G - p.+,,) [.u’n - W4) , for n 2 0, 
where 7 E (0,2) is a positive stepsize. 
For J(U) = m(u) + K, where m : H -+ H is any mapping and K is a closed convex subset 
of H, we have the algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 2.3. For an arbitrarily chosen element us E H and g(uo) E K, the sequence {Us} 
is generated by an iterative scheme 
dun+d = dun) - Y (dun) - m(wJ - Pdg(u,) - tT(u,) - m(u,)]> , for n 2 0, 
where 7 E (0,2) is a positive stepsize. 
For J(U) E K, a closed convex subset of H, we have the following. 
ALGPRITHM 2.4. For an arbitrarily chosen element uc E H such that g(q)) E K, a sequence {Us} 
is generated by an iterative procedure 
g(u,+1) = !I(%) - rk/(%J - PKb(%) - tT(%)l)r for n 2 0. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be a real finite Hilbert space, and T, g : H + H be any mappings. Suppose 
that J : H + P(H) is a multivalued mapping such that J(x) is closed convex for all x E H and 
the following assumptions hold: 
(i) T is g-monotone and k-Lipschitz continuous; 
(ii) g is an expanding mapping, that is, l/g(u) - g(v)11 > 11~ - 011, for all u, u E H; 
(iii) g is p-Lipschitz continuous. 
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Then. for an arbitrarily chosen element rcg E H, for a secluencc {.c~} generated 11~~ 1.11 itwatir,c 
Algorithm 2.1, and for a solution u’ E H of the MWV1 problem (1.1). we hwe 
PI{OOI’. For an element ,I/’ E H, a solution of the MQVI l)roblcm (l.l), w 11aw 
Kext. we discuss the convergence of {uT1} to iL solution (1’ of 1 llc nlQV1 prol)lem (1.1). It follows 
fr-0111 Tlleorenl 2.3 that, { ljg( U,) - g(2L’) II} is a decreasing sequence. and as a result. t,licw caxists 
a number 1)). 2 0 snch that 
lim IIg(,uTL) -- g( ~‘)11 = 111 > 0. 
1L’cc 
Sinw g is an expanding: mapping, it implies that (as 11, - X) 
II&, - u’y I llg(~fL7,) - g(,u’)# - ,,u2. 
‘I‘llus. {u,] } generated by the EPC method is a bounded seqllence. Let II* be a. clust,cr point of 
{ ‘1,). Then, there exists a subsequence u,,> - t/,*. Since g. ‘1’ :w continuous, it iiiiplks t Imt 
X(U*) = lim R (urL,, t) = 0 
7L--i a
‘I~llus. U* is :L solution of the MQVI problem (1.1). Since (2.6) holds for ally solution (I’ of 
t lie MQVI Problem (l.l), we can replace 1~’ by IL* in (2.6) and can have that tlw sequcww 
!/I u,,) + &*). Since g is an expanding: mapping, we have> 
lim I/U, - u*// 5 ,,“11in )ly(%~~~) - g(tf*)ll = 0, n-m 
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